Understanding Your Spousal and Restricted Spousal Social Security Benefits
On September 6, Retirement Daily published “A New Twist on How and When to
Collect Social Security”. While the article focused primarily individual benefits, it is
also important to be aware of other social security benefits such as spousal,
divorcee, and family benefits. Having access to these options may increase your
family’s lifetime benefits received from social security.
There are a few important rules and guidelines that must be known before
implementing any social security strategy.
 Know your Full Retirement Age (FRA) by looking at your individual social
security statement or visit: ssa.gov/planners/retire/retirechart.html.
 If you collect any social security benefit before your FRA, a 50% penalty will
apply to earned income in excess of the earnings limit. In 2018, the
earnings limit is $17,040 if you collect before the year of your FRA. In the
year of your FRA, the limit is $43,360. There is no penalty for collecting
after FRA.
 The earliest you can collect is age 62. If you collect social security before
your FRA, the payment will be permanently reduced. Since social security is
a lifetime payment, the earlier you collect, the more payments you will
receive. The more payments received, the less they pay. If you delay your
benefit to 70, you will be receiving fewer payments over your lifetime, and
you will be paid more.
 For married couples, a spouse has an option of collecting an individual
benefit or a spousal benefit. In its simplest form, a spousal benefit is onehalf of the other spouse’s benefit at full retirement age. A spousal benefit
will be further reduced if received before FRA. It’s best to visit SSA.gov to
get an actual estimate of your benefits.
 A divorcee may be entitled to receive a spousal benefit if he or she has
been divorced for two or more years, married for at least ten years, and
currently unmarried. When considering spousal or divorced spouse
benefits, the other spouse must be collecting to become eligible for spousal
benefit.
 The restricted benefit is available for spouses aged 66 or older (or divorcees
entitled to receive a spousal benefit) born on or before January 1, 1954. A

restricted benefit refers to a scenario where a spouse restricts the higher
individual benefit to intentionally select the lower spousal benefit. People
born on or after January 2, 1954 are not eligible to restrict their benefits –
they must select the higher of two benefits.
Spousal Benefit / Same Age, Different Benefits
Bob and Linda both turn 66 in 2018. Bob’s individual benefit is $2,000 per month,
and Linda’s individual benefit is $800 per month. In this case, it would make sense
for Linda to collect a spousal benefit of $1,000 which is half of Bob’s benefit.
When Linda selects the spousal benefit, there is no effect on Bob’s benefit.
Since Linda is collecting a spousal benefit (as opposed to an individual benefit),
her individual benefit continues to earn delayed retirement credits. Between 66
and 70, Linda’s benefit increases from $800 to $1,056. At 70, Linda can switch
from the spousal benefit of $1,000 per month to her individual benefit of $1,056
per month.

Bob’s Monthly
Benefit
Bob collects individual at 66,
Linda collects spousal

$2,000

Bob and Linda defer to 70

$2,640

Linda’s
Monthly
Benefit
$1,000 @ 66
$1,056 @ 70

Best Option for a
Life Expectancy of:

$1,056

Ages 88+

Ages 66 to 88

Restricted Spousal Benefit / Same Age, Same benefits
Let’s say Bob and Linda had similar earnings during their career, and their
individual benefits are $2,000 each. If one of them collects, the other would be
entitled to a spousal benefit of $1,000. But why would Bob or Linda intentionally
restrict a $2,000 individual benefit to collect a $1,000 spousal benefit?
By restricting his individual benefit at 66 and intentionally selecting the lower
paying spousal benefit, it allows Bob’s individual benefit to earn delayed
retirement credits. At 70, Bob can turn-off the spousal benefit and step-up to his
maximum benefit of $2,640 per month.

Bob’s Monthly
Benefit
Bob and Linda collect
individual benefits @ 66

$2,000

Linda collects individual @ 66, $1,000 @ 66
Bob restricts his benefit to 70 $2,640 @ 70
Bob and Linda collect
$2,640
individual benefits @ 70

Linda’s
Monthly
Benefit
$2,000

Best Option for a
Life Expectancy of:

$2,000

Ages 76 to 89

$2,640

Ages 89+

Ages 66 to 76

Restricted Spousal Benefit / Breadwinner is Younger
Gina is 62, and was offered an early retirement package from her employer in
2018. Gina’s individual social security benefit is $1,800. Her husband Keith is 65,
and will retire this year with an individual social security benefit of $1,200.
In this case, both Gina and Keith would not be able to file for restricted benefits.
Keith is not yet 66, and Gina was born after the January 1, 1954, cut-off date.
If Keith is interested in the restricting his individual benefit and collecting a
spousal benefit, he would have to wait until age 66.

Gina collects at 62, Keith collects
at 65

Gina’s
Monthly
Benefit
$1,800

Gina collects at 62, Keith restricts $1,800
and collects spousal at 66
Gina and Keith both collect at
$2,400
their FRA
Gina and Keith both defer until
$3,150
they are 70

Keith’s
Monthly
Benefit
$1,200

Best Option for a
Life Expectancy of:

$900 @ 66
$1,700 @ 70
$1,285

Ages 73 to 84

$1,700

Ages 88 +

Up to 73

Ages 84 to 88

Spousal Benefit / Breadwinner is Older
Gary turns 66 in 2018 and is considering collecting his social security of $2,600 per
month. His wife Suzanne is 62, and works part time. Suzanne’s individual social
security benefit is $500 per month at 62.
If Gary turns on his individual benefit, it qualifies Suzanne to receive a spousal
benefit. While Suzanne’s spousal benefit at FRA would be half of Gary’s individual
benefit, keep in mind Suzanne’s benefit would be further reduced since she is
collecting before FRA. By collecting at 62, Suzanne’s spousal benefit is 35% of
Gary’s benefits, or $910 per month.
Since Suzanne is younger than her full retirement age (FRA is 66 years + 4
months), she must be aware of the earnings limit if she continues to work. In this
case, even though Gary is eligible to restrict his benefit for a spousal benefit, the
spread is too wide and it is not in his best interest.
Gary’s
Monthly
Benefit
$2,600

Suzanne’s
Monthly
Benefit
$910

Best Option for a
Life Expectancy of:

Gary collects at 66, Suzanne
Up to Age 82
collects a spousal benefit at 62
Gary defers to 70, Suzanne
$3,400
$1,300
Age 82 +
defers to FRA (see note)
Note: When Suzanne turns 66 years + 4 months, she qualifies for her maximum
spousal benefit of $1,300, which is half of Gary’s at his FRA. Since this spousal
benefit is greater than her individual benefit, she should collect the spousal at FRA.
There is no additional benefit in this case if the spousal benefit is delayed past
FRA.
It’s important to understand how and when to collect social security. For those
that have access to the restricted benefit, it is a worthwhile option to consider as
it may offer a greater benefit during one’s lifetime.

